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Main click

Two seater 

In wheel 
electric 
motor 

Prepostion in relation to 
Smart Car

The focus is on Efficient dyn
amics and 

stainability
  

The EVA (Electric vehicle Africa) is an eco friendly two seater three wheeler vehicle that 
will enhance the possibilities of a cost-effective alternative approach to a personal trans-
port vehicle. This unique approach is based on an extended range electrical vehicle ,that 
will comply to the future needs of the urbanized user with the ability to travel long dis-
tances when needed and yet provide good fuel economy . (This is a 4th year thesis)

EVA Electric two seater vehicle.

For more information click 

Vehicle  lifts for easy access and lowers at 
higher speed to increase  vehicle stability  

Large doors for easy 
access.   

Extended electric rang vehicle 

www.coroflot.com/cobusmarx/automotive_design_


Main click

For more information click 

Adaptable shelves that 
is designed to be easily 
remove ore slide out 
of the way. 

Good weather protection 
to protect users as well as 
the books 

Space is fully utilized to accommo-
date the users and Liberian.

Guide rails 
to accom-
modate 
sliding 
shelves 

Mobib Adaptable mobile library 

Digital media for 
adaptable shelves  

Easy loading (Good ergonomics)  

Full technical/engineering  
drawings

The Mobib is a mobile library bus that is baised on the Toyota Quantum. The vehicle adapts to the user’s 
needs, with adaptable shelves to shelves that fold out of the vehicle. This mobile bus enables the library ser-
vices of Cape Town to bring education and digital media to poverty stricken areas, which is difficult to access 
with larger busses and cheaper to operate. (This is a 4th year thesis and a finalist in the SABS design awards)

www.coroflot.com/cobusmarx/_product_design_


Jive African Alessi cordless kettle 
Main click

For more information click 

the design complies with 
SAS standrds Full technical / engineering  

drawings

Jive is a cordless kettle with an African Alessi theme. The aim is to sell to  the public at large a quality and exclu-
sive product ,of the finest contemporary design with an element on fine handcraft. (This is a 3de year project)

Unique water level mark design 

Capacity 
of 1.7L 

Exploded view 

Geometric 
calabash 
shape 

www.coroflot.com/cobusmarx/product_design_jive_kettle_


Full technical / engineering  
drawings

Good cable management makes for a aesthetically  
pleasing working environment.  

Well balanced ergonomics between 
office and dining use.

Inner Space  For small space living 
Main click

Inner space focus on small space living and how to better accommodate  the user in a “stay in “ 
working environment. (This is a 3de year project, done in collaboration with industry)

Clean effortless 
storage of documents 
and hardware.  

The design lends itself to become an inviting dinning room table



Energy efficient 

Well balanced in terms of 
weight distribution. 

 Penguin wireless heat Induction cooking technology 
Main click

Penguin forms a part of the wireless heat range with focus on induction technology .The technology incor-
porates a magnetic field to induce heat into a ferrous metal. This makes the product efficient, eco friendly 
and durable in todays energy crises. (This is a 3de year project, done in collaboration with industry)

Large surface aria of element, aides fast 
boiling times.   

Durable multi 
layered handle.

Durable construction  

No internal electric 
components  



The south easter is an outdoor lounger inspired by the south easter wind surrounding the 
cape peninsula. The bench is made with laminated ply wood that was exhibited at the de-
sign expo in Cape Town. (This is a 2de year project, done in collaboration with industry) 

South Easter pool/outdore lounger  
Main click



For more information click 

Light Vader retro table lamp   
Main click

The light Vader incorporates complimentary materials, with a fusion of colors and textures 
to form a retro task light . (This is a 2de year project, done in collaboration with Eskom 
lighting competition )



For more information click 

Toyota 2000GT Hyberid sports coupe    

The Toyota 2000GT is a 4 seater hybrid sports coupe. This styling exercise is based on 43 
years of evolution, commemorating the brand of the 60’s in terms of today’s technology 
and style of the original. The 2000GT is based on an extended range electrical vehicle 
with in wheel electric motors and a generator that will extend the range of the vehicle.  

Main click

www.coroflot.com/cobusmarx/new_toyota_2000_gt


 BMW X Bike Active personal transport vehicle 

For more information click 

The BMW X bike is based on active urban transport vehicle of the near future. The vehicle will be 
propelled by powerful in wheel electric motors coupled with supercapacitors, acting as batteries 
that are light and super fast to charge. An important feature of the X bike is its interactive suspen-
sion that gives the vehicle its dynamic ability and ease of use in congested areas.    

Main click

www.coroflot.com/cobusmarx/bmw_x_bike


 Lazy Empire  flat pack 

The idea behind the Lazy Emperor was to design classical, yet modern furniture that has a type of 
flat pack sheet metal construction, which will ease the manufacturing process, especially for a small 
company wanting to enter the market. The intention of the products (product rang), will focus on 
exclusive limited production runs of the products, hence making the tooling cost as low as possible.       

Main click



Next page  click 

General sketching  page 1      
Main click



Next page  click 

General sketching  page 2      
Main click



Name:     Jacobus Marx 
Age:   24

Nationality: South African 
Experience:  Recently graduated

  
HI I am a dedicated and passionate young industrial designer that 
is always up for a challenge and open to learn new techniques and 
skills associated with design. As a team player, the possibility of solv-
ing problems creatively, do product modeling, basic engineering and 
engineer drawings intrigues me and is some of my strong points. As 
an industrial designer I would like to grow and later on prove myself 
in the field of industrial design.

Thank you for taking the time to view my portfolio

http://www.coroflot.com/cobusmarx click  
E-mail: Cobusmarx@gmail.com click

Main click  Exit click
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